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19 February 2021 at 16:56 

To: "Sales (Sanitise Plus)" <sales@sanitise-plus.com> 

Holland and Barrett have worked with Sanitise-Plus to help facilitate our stores during the pandemic 
from Oct 2020 until the present time. 

Having received a free sampling stand with our branding included it was clear to see this product 
stood above the rest that we had received. The machine is a heavy-duty standalone product but 
looks sleek especially with our branding included which completed the design, look, and feel for us. 
The unit itself dispensers a liquid rather than a gel which is something that we hadn’t seen before 
and made this option unique. Having the liquid meant the spray was neater, spray in a certain 
direction and more importantly is kinder on the hands during and after application with a better feel 
for our employees and customers.  

We placed a large order of around approx. 900 stations along with sanitising refills with Sanitise-
plus. Packing of all the items were reviewed prior to dispatch and were suited to the needs of both 
our DC areas in Ireland and the UK along with meeting our deadlines – in fact, the deadline was 
improved by a week which is perfect for an essential retailer during these uncertain times. 

Easy step instructions were provided in all boxes to ensure that our staff were armed with how to 
install the unit feedback provided was how easy it was to install and for those that did struggle a 
helpline was provided and still is there to support us months on. 

The service received has been outstanding from start to finish from placing the order, organising 
delivery inc packing, delivery, and aftercare support. Communication and the support is a key factor 
for myself as the order was rather large with multiple delivery stations – the customer service I 
received was 5*. I would highly recommend Sanitise-plus. 

Kind Regards, 

Ch
Junior Project Manager 
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